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必修第一册第三单元
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Getting Started/ Reading A

R

2

授课内容

EL

课时
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3

Reading A/ Vocabulary Focus
Reading A/ Grammar in Use

4

Listening and Viewing

5

Moving Forward

6

Reading B/ Culture Link/ Critical Thinking

7

Further Exploration/ Self-assessment

第5课时 Speaking & Writing

课时学习目标：

–
–
–
–

R

–

能在讨论“最佳旅行目的地”的过程中，积累常用句式表达，流利自然地加
入小组讨论；
join in a conversation naturally and appropriately by applying useful
expressions;
能在小组讨论中有条理地表达个人经历和观点，从历史、景点、食物和购物
方面探讨最适合Emily的旅游目的地；
express personal feelings and viewpoints orally by giving suggestions on the
travel destination for Emily in terms of history, tourist attractions, food and
shopping;
能进行以“最佳旅游目的地”为话题的段落写作（60-80字），并写出有逻辑
的段落总结句。
Write a paragraph of 60-80 words on the best destination with a concluding
sentence.
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–

EL

E

Describing a Travel Destination

Let's guess the city!

E

● 1. It is a historical city in Northwest China.

EL

● 2. It enjoys a long history and is the starting point of the Silk Road.
● 3. [Listen!]
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● 4. [Listen!]

Xi'an

Word Bank
History:
a historical city, enjoy a long history of ... ,
be known as..., date back to ...
Tourist Attractions:
breathtaking sculptures, relics, a must-see

E
EL

Bell Tower
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Terracotta Warriors

Drum Tower

Yang Rou Pao Mo

● 1. It is located in Zhejiang province.
● 2. There are a lot of picturesque and fascinating tourist attractions , including
lakes, rivers, temples, etc.

E

● 3. It is also well known for its silk and tea.
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● 4. Some people call the city “the Paradise in Heaven”.
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Hangzhou

Word Bank

Location:
be located ...,
Tourist Attractions:
picturesque and fascinating
Culture:
be known for, the Paradise in Heaven

E
EL

Lingyin Temple
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West Lake

Silk and Tea

Pian Er Chuan

● 1. It covers an area of more than 16,000 square kilometers and has a population of
15 million people.
● 2. It has been the heart and soul of politics and economy throughout its long

E

history.
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● 3. People can participate in all kinds of exhibitions and activities in this city for
cultural exchange.
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● 4. As the saying goes, one who fails to reach one of its tourist attractions is not a

SC

true hero.

Beijing

Word Bank
Location:
cover an area of ...
Culture:
heart and soul of politics and economy
Activities:
participate in, cultural exchange

E
EL

the Great Wall
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National Stadium

Tiananmen Square

Local Delicacy

It lies in the south of Jiangsu Province. // There are a lot of Chinese
historical and cultural relics in this city. // It was made the capital of ten
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Nanjing
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dynasties in history. // The yummy steamed dumpling is highly recommended.

Word Bank

Location:
lie in ...
History & Culture:
historical and cultural relics, dynasties
Food:
yummy, be highly recommended...

E
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Nanjing Museum
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Confucius Temple

Yu Hua Stone

Ji Ming Steamed Dumpling

Shanghai

What do you know about Shanghai ?
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DIY Word Bank !

Location:
__________________________
Located
in/ lies in the east of China
History:
__________________________
Enjoys/boasts
a history of over 700 years
Tourist Attractions:
__________________________
Shanghai
World Financial Center, a must-see

Culture:
__________________________
Shanghai religious culture
Activities:
Participate in, exhibitions, luxurious stores
__________________________
Food:
__________________________
Local delicacies, exotic flavour (pasta, pizza)

E

Background Information about Emily Chen:

—She loves spicy food and traditional Chinese food like

R

dumplings or noodles.

—She has just bought a pair of fashionable trainers suitable

SC

Emily Chen

EL

—She is an undergraduate majoring in history.

for long distance of walking.
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Let's Hold a Discussion!
Emily: Hi, XXX, you know I've got an opportunity to visit a Chinese city this winter.
Which city do you think is the best choice?

R

—Surely Xi'an. I still remember the breathtaking Terracotta Warriors though I went

SC

there over ten years ago. Since you are a history major, I'm sure you'll enjoy the long
history of this amazing city (Personal Experiences + Reason) . You can also visit Bell
Tower and Drum Tower, two other must-sees for visitors (Tourist Attractions) . Besides,
the traditional local delicacy like Yang Rou Pao Mo is delicious (Food).... You can't
imagine how nice the city is unless you are there.
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R

 Can I add something to that?

EL

Speaking Strategy - Joining in a Discussion

SC

 Can I say something here?

 You guys look like you're talking about something exciting—do you mind
if I join you?

E

Writing: Best Tourist Destination in My Eye

EL

 Write about the city in 60-80 words based on your travel

experiences or previous discussion results.

R

 Use as many words and phrases in the word chunks as possible.
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 Use 1-2 adverbial clauses as possible.
 Make sure the paragraph has a concluding sentence.
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We strongly recommend Xi'an, an amazing historic city located in Northwest China.
// Xi'an enjoy a long history as it was the starting point of the Silk Road and the
capital city of 13 dynasties in ancient China. // My friend, XXX visited the city when he
was very young. But he can still remember the breathtaking Terracotta Warriors ,
which was built in the Qin Dynasty.// Besides, Xi'an is also famous for its delicious
traditional Chinese delicacy like Yang Rou Pao Mo. //I'm sure anyone who loves spicy
food will like it!

a. It is easy to understand why so many tourists visit Xi'an every year.
b. You can't imagine how fascinating the city is unless you are there.
c. The biggest Bell Tower and Drum Tower built in the Ming Dynasty are another two must-sees for visitors.

We strongly recommend Xi'an, an amazing historic city located in Northwest
China. // Xi'an enjoy a long history as it was the starting point of the Silk Road
and the capital city of 13 dynasties in ancient China. // My friend, XXX visited

E

the city when he was very young. But he can still remember the breathtaking

EL

Terracotta Warriors, which was built in the Qin Dynasty.// Besides, Xi'an is also
famous for its delicious traditional Chinese delicacy like Yang Rou Pao Mo.
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//I'm sure anyone who loves spicy food will like it!

Three purposes of a concluding sentence:
a. to restate the main idea
b. to offer a suggestion
c. to make a prediction

a. It is easy to understand why so many tourists visit Xi'an every year.
b. You can't imagine how fascinating the city is unless you are there.
c. The biggest Bell Tower and Drum Tower built in the Ming Dynasty are another two must-sees for
visitors.

Checklist

Structure

EL
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Content

4 star
5 star
1. Use effective language.
1. Use effective and persuasive
2. Use some vivid expressions in the language.
word chunk. (adjectives, phrasal
2. Use a variety of vivid expressions in
verbs, etc.)
the word chunk. (adjectives, phrasal
3. Use one to two adverbial clauses. verbs, etc.)
3. Use one to two adverbial clauses.
1. Include the description of the 1. Include the description of the city 1. Include the description of the city and
city.
and elaborate reasons.
elaborate reasons with personal
2. Use positive and concrete
2. Use positive, concrete and
experiences.
sentences.
persuasive sentences.
2.Use positive, concrete, and persuasive
3. Offer slightly practical,
3. Offer practical, reasonable and
sentences and avoid vague expressions.
reasonable and specific
specific suggestions tailored to
3.Offer fairly practical, reasonable and
suggestions.
Emily Chen’s background
specific suggestions tailored to Emily
information.
Chen’s background information.

E

3 star
Language 1. Use concise language.
2. Use vivid expressions.
(adjectives, phrasal verbs, etc.)
3. Use at least one adverbial
clause.

1. Include the reasons for the
suggestion and supporting
details.
2. Include a concise concluding
sentence.

1. Include the reasons for the
suggestion and supporting details
from at least one aspect.
2. Include a concise and strong
concluding sentence.

1. Elaborate the reasons for the
suggestion and supporting details from
various aspects (history, culture, food,
tourist attractions, etc.) in a wellstructured way.
2. Include a concise, strong and
effective concluding sentence.

E

Homework

EL

 Modify the paragraph using the checklist.

 Choose or write a proper concluding sentence for the

SC

R

paragraphs on the worksheet.

